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Who are we building 
this for?



How does the interface 
work?



What is it like to use?



Tips that 
anyone
can use





UX 
Experts

&
Tools
Team



Let’s begin…



Who are we building 
this for?



Beginner & Artistic



Intermediate & Multi-
disciplined



Power User & Technical



“When we design
for everyone

we design
for no one”





Do one thing
really well



More features

≠

better



iRiver H300 Apple iPod

Media Formats
Audio: MP3, OGG, WMA, ASF, WAV

Video: XviD AVI

Image: JPG, BMP

Audio: MP3, AAC

FM Tuner  

USB On-The-Go  

A-B Loop Button  

Two Headphone Jacks  

Voice Recording  

View Text Files  

Display Color Black and White



Haven't
done

Have
done

- Steve Jobs



“How am I
going to fit

all of these
features?”



Asking the
wrong question



“Are these
the right

features?”



10 minutes per 
hour

2 users

160 minutes 
per day



5 minutes per 
hour

8 users

320 minutes 
per day



Audience Participation









Search

Add TemplateShow Hidden 

Filter
Thumbnail

Small

Expand All

Collapse All

Disable 
Extensions

Add Object





Don’t listen to users... 

Watch users work. 

- Jakob Nielsen



To really understand
what users do,

go to their desks
and watch them work

instead of doing
focus groups and surveys
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5 dialog boxes
per minute



5 Level Designers

Grey-box 4 hours
per day



1,250 dialog boxes
per day

Average 3 seconds



7+ man months
per year



Intern Programmer

½ day



Knowing who the

majority of users are
and the

tasks they perform
most often

gives you the biggest ROI when 

prioritizing features













You’re not going to 
make everybody happy

You’re going to make the 
majority of users happy



No

Not yet



“…there probably isn’t
a better way…”















Task 
Flow

Action (1 second)

Action (2 seconds)

Action (10 seconds)

Action (2 second)

Action (30 seconds)

TOTAL = 45 seconds



Optimize

Action (1 second)

Action (2 seconds)

Action (10 seconds)

Action (2 second)

Action (30 seconds)

TOTAL = 45 seconds

Remove

Action (1 second)

Action (1 second)

Action (5 seconds)

Action (3 second)

Action (10 seconds)

TOTAL = 20 seconds

Action (1 second)

Action (5 seconds)

Action (3 second)

TOTAL = 9 seconds



How does the interface 
work?









Markers



Filter & 
Search





OK &
Cancel







“Clicking 
on 

eggshells”





Search/
Find



Toggle 
camera

&
Capture
a video



Intuitive



Already
Learned

Not Yet 
Learned



Audience Participation



















Design guidelines
can make your tool

easier to learn
and

more efficient to 
implement and use



Solution

Problem

Context







Photoshop

Illustrator

Premiere

After Effects

Flash



Acquired (Knoll Brothers)

Acquired (SuperMac) 

Acquired (CoSA / Aldus)

Acquired (Macromedia)

Photoshop

Illustrator

Premiere

After Effects

Flash







Consistent
Visual Language





What is it like to use?



“The only time the users do 
this is when…”



“All users prefer to
do it this way…”



“The users only do this
during pre-production…”



Big Picture



We think about 
features



Users think about
outcome



Not talking about
the

same thing



Visualizing



Waiting too long
to

get user feedback





Audience Participation



Letter



Pitcher



Bow







Mockups
are a

quick and inexpensive 
way to

get user feedback
on your tool

sooner

















NEVER GONNA SAY GOODBYE

A4 B4 D4 B4 A5 E#5 F5













The context
in which a tool is used can

help us find
simpler ways

for users to

achieve their goals









Receive Email

Copy Text

Open Render Options

Paste Text in Filter

Adjust Value



Receive Email

Copy Text

Open Render Options

Paste Text in Filter

Adjust Value



anvil://





Interactive Prototypes 
& Mockups





Summary



Who are we building 
this for?



To really understand
what users do,

go to their desks
and watch them work

instead of doing
focus groups and surveys





Knowing who the

majority of users are
and the

tasks they perform
most often

gives you the biggest ROI when

prioritizing features





How does the interface 
work?



Design guidelines
can make your tool

easier to learn
and

more efficient to 
implement and use





What is it like to use?



Mockups
are a

quick and inexpensive 
way to

get user feedback
on your tool

sooner





The context
in which a tool is used can

help us find
simpler ways

for users to

achieve their goals





Continuous
Improvement



How to do this 
consistently?





Watch people work

Start with
one morning
per month





Start with the
UX Guidelines



Make a mockup

Show it to your users

Iterate & Repeat











Thank YOU for sharing
this vision with me



Q &  A

WWW.DAVIDLIGHTBOWN.COM
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